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 neutrons: 
!

no charge 
s=1/2   

massive: mc2 ~1 GeV



Development of Neutron Science Facilities 



Bragg’s Law: nλ = 2d sin(θ) 



Ki

Kf

Lynn,%et#al.,%Phys.#Rev.#B#8,%3493%(1973).%

Energy'Transfer:'

δ E"="h2/2m"(ki2"–"kf2)"

Q = Ki - Kf



T > Tc T < Tc

Ferromagnet Antiferromagnet



Neutrons have mass  
so higher energy means faster – lower energy means slower 

We can measure a neutron’s energy, wavelength by measuring its speed 

v (km/sec) = 3.96 / λ (A) 

•  4 A neutrons move at ~ 1 km/sec 
•  DCS: 4 m from sample to detector 
•  It takes 4 msec for elastically  
   scattered 4 A neutrons to travel 4 m 

•   msec timing of neutrons is easy 
•   δ E / E ~ 1-3 % - very good ! 



Time of Flight Neutron Scattering
“Disk Chopper 
Spectrometer”	

(DCS)	

!
@ NIST Center for 
Neutron Research	




e"#
n"

e"#

VM = -µnB!

Dipole field due to  
Spin of the electron(s)

Dipole field due to orbital currents

Dipole moment of the neutron interacts with the 
magnetic field generated by the electron 

µn = - γ µN σ	


γ = 1.913       nuclear magneton = e ħ/2mn    Pauli spin operator!



d2σ/dΩ$dE´ $$=$(γ$r0)2/(2πħ) k´/k$$N{1/2$g$Fd(κ)}2$

 × Σα$β$$(δα$β$–$κα$κβ )$Σl$exp(iκ·l)$

×  ∫ <exp(8iκ·u0))exp(iκ·ul(t))>$$ 

×  <S0α(0)$Slβ(t)>$exp(8iω$t)$dt$

Magnetic neutron scattering cross section:

Magnetic form factor

Polarization factor: 
neutrons only sense  
moments perp to Q

Fourier transform of Spin Pair Correlation Function



Sz = 5/2    5/2   5/2   3/2   5/2   5/2   5/2   ..

Ki Kf

Spin Waves as elementary excitations in ordered magnets



Ki Kf

Phonons as elementary excitations of the lattice

Lynn,%et#al.,%Phys.#Rev.#B#8,%3493%(1973).% FCC#Brillouin#zone#

Transverse(mode(

Transverse 
Acoustic 
Phonon



Phonons as elementary excitations of the lattice

Lynn,%et#al.,%Phys.#Rev.#B#8,%3493%(1973).% FCC#Brillouin#zone#

Longitudinal 
Acoustic 
Phonon

Longitudinal+mode+
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FIG. 10. Magnetic phase diagram for La2�x

Ba
x

CuO4 as de-
termined by order parameter and di↵raction measurements
on various La2�x

Ba
x

CuO4 crystals26? . It shows that upon
introductino of holes, the three dimensional commensurate
static magnetic state is extinguished by x = 0.02. Also
present is a lower temperature incommensurate static incom-
mensurate magnetic state. This state is diagonal with re-
spect to the tetragonal unit cell. At x = 0.05, the magnetism
rotates and becomes parallel with respect to the tetragonal
unit cell. We also see two dimensional dynamic diagonal in-
commensurate magnetism at nearly all places in the phase
diagram that have been measured for x  0.035. Only for x
= 0 below 300K has there been no observation to date of a
dynamic magnetic signal, though as will be explained there
is likely a weak signal there that has yet to be seen.

Second, we also find that that the magnetism is strongest
at low temperatures. There appears to be no transition
temperature for this state, but there does seem to be
a crossover temperature. The temperature scale of this
crossover does not appear to be influenced by elastic two
dimensional incommensurate order or elastic three di-
mensional commensurate order.

As summarized in figure 10, static and dynamic mag-
netism with commensurate and incommensurate or-
dering wavevectors near ( 12 ,

1
2 , L) inhabit the whole

La2�x

Ba
x

CuO4 phase diagram out to at least x=0.125.
Incommensurate ordering within the basal plane is al-
ways 2D, appearing in the form of rods along L. There is
also inelastic magnetic scattering at these same wavevec-
tors, which inhabit all of the phase diagram.
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Quintessential Quantum Magnets: 
La2-xBaxCuO4 and La2-xSrxCuO4









Magnetic scattering  
at small Q

Phonon scattering  
at large Q

La2-xBaxCuO4



R2Ti2O7 “Rare earth titanates”
R3+

Single Ion Anisotropy Interactions Ground state

Ho, Dy Ising FM spin ice

Tb Ising AFM spin liquid

Gd Heisenberg AFM partial order

Er XY AFM “order by disorder”

Yb XY FM “quantum spin ice”

Real Pyrochlores: playgrounds for frustration

Ising XY Heisenberg

Interactions & anisotropy combine for diverse exotic ground states	




Spin Ice Physics 

on Tetrahedra in 3D

freedom of choice for each tetrahedron leads to a 
macroscopic degeneracy: NO Long Range Order

Pyrochlore



a

b

c

A key physical distinction among the candidates is their degree of 
charge localization — this is important for understanding the mech-
anism of the spin-liquid behaviour. The kagomé materials can be 
regarded as strong Mott insulators, in which the electrons constituting 
the spins are approximately localized to a single atomic orbital. This can 
be seen from the small exchange couplings (proportional to the Curie–
Weiss temperature, ΘCW) relative to the Mott charge gap, which is of the 
order of electronvolts (eV) in such copper oxides. For these materials, a 
microscopic description purely in terms of Heisenberg spins is justified. 
By contrast, for the organic compounds and Na4Ir3O8, the exchange 
energies are larger and the charge gaps are smaller. These materials are 
therefore weak Mott insulators, in which the electronic spins are much 
less well localized, so charge fluctuations may have an important role. 
In the organic compounds, the Hubbard repulsion, U (Box 2), which 
sets the Mott gap, is much smaller than in inorganic compounds, owing 
to the extended nature of the molecular orbital constituting each spin. 
In Na4Ir3O8, U is likewise reduced because 5d orbitals are sig nificantly 
larger than 3d ones. The fact that metal–insulator transitions can be 
induced by physical pressure or chemical pressure in all three cases 
(for the two organic compounds and Na4Ir3O8)43,44, and the fact that 
in κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 no clear Mott gap is seen spectroscopi-
cally45, is direct experimental evidence that these materials are weak 
Mott insulators. The applicability of a Heisenberg spin description to 
these materials is thus open to question.

Thermodynamic studies of these materials are also important because 
they reveal the spectrum of low-energy states, an abundance of which 
is expected in frustrated sys tems. At very low temperatures, the func-
tional form of the specific heat and sometimes the spin (or magnetic) 
susceptibility can distinguish between QSLs. The general thermody-
namic features of the materials are remarkably similar. In all cases in 
which it has been measured, the magnetic specific heat shows a peak 
well below the Curie–Weiss temperature46–49, indicating that significant 
spin entropy is maintained above this peak temperature. This specific 
heat then gradually decreases on further lowering of the temperature, in 
a manner that can roughly be fitted to a quadratic behaviour, Cv ≈ AT2, 
where Cv is molar specific heat at constant volume and A is a constant. 
This non-exponential form clearly indicates the absence of an energy 
gap. However, some caution is in order before interpreting this as char-
acteristic of QSLs: such approx imately quadratic behaviour of Cv is com-
mon in frustrated magnets, even ones that are classical and for which 
QSL physics is clearly irrelevant50. At very low temperatures, the can-
didate QSL materials generally show a linear behaviour, Cv ≈ γT, where 
γ is the Sommerfeld coefficient (refs 46–49, 51), which varies widely 
(between 1 and 250 mJ K−2 mol−1). This is evidence of a large density of 
low-energy states.

Ideally, the spin susceptibility, χ, is a useful measure of the available 
low-energy spin excitations. All of the candidate QSL materials also show 
a large Pauli-like paramagnetic susceptibility, χ0, in the zero-temperature 
limit. This susceptibility is smallest for the organic compounds: for these, 
χ0 ≈ 3 × 10−4 e.m.u. mol−1 (refs 52, 53), whereas it is 3–10 times larger 
for the inorganic compounds41,42,46,47,49. Before these values of χ0 can be 
interpreted as additional evidence for gapless excitations in QSLs, it is 
important to consider the influence of spin–orbit coupling. Spin–orbit 
coupling generally leads to a non-zero χ0 value irrespective of the pres-
ence or absence of an energy gap. An empirical indicator of the impor-
tance of spin–orbit coupling is the Wilson ratio, which is defined as

 4π2kB
2χ0

 
 R = _________  (1)
 3(gμB)2γ 

and should be, at most, of order 1 in the absence of strong ferro magnetic 
tendencies or spin–orbit coupling. Because all of the candidate QSL 
materials are strongly anti ferromagnetic, the ferromagnetic interpreta-
tion is untenable. In fact, most (but not all) QSL theories, in the absence 
of spin–orbit coupling, predict that R << 1. By contrast, the measured 
Wilson ratios for all of the QSL candidates in Table 1 are significantly 

larger than 1, with the exception of ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2 (for which an 
estimate of the intrinsic γ value, uncontaminated by impurities, is 
not available) and κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3. The value of the Wilson 
ratio for ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2 is probably suppressed by the high degree 
of disorder. The extremely large value for Na4Ir3O8 (R  = 70) indicates 
very strong spin–orbit effects, which are not surprising given the large 
atomic number of iridium.

The most direct evidence for a lack of magnetic ordering comes from 
local probe measurements, by using techniques such as NMR and muon 
spin resonance, in which local fields resulting from static moments affect 
the nuclear or muon spins and can be readily detected by their influence 
on the muon spins. Such measurements have confirmed the absence of 
local static moments down to T = 32 mK in κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 
(ref. 52), T = 1.37 K in EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 (ref. 54) and T = 50 mK in 
ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2 (ref. 55). How ever, in Cu3V2O7(OH)2•2H2O, magnetic 

Figure 2 | Spins, artificial magnetic fields and monopoles in spin 
ice. a, A ground-state configuration of spins is shown in a pyrochlore 
lattice. The spins obey the constraint of the ice rules that mandates two 
inward-pointing spins and two outward-pointing ones on each tetrahedron. 
b, For the same lattice type, some of the loops of ‘magnetic flux’ are shown 
(red lines), as defined by the mapping of spins to an artificial magnetic field. 
c, For the same lattice type, a monopole (green) and antimonopole (red) 
are shown. These are created by flipping the ‘string’ of spins connected by 
the yellow line (compare with the spins in b). For simplicity, the particles 
themselves are not depicted. Note that the spins on the tetrahedron 
containing a monopole (antimonopole) orient three-in, one-out (three-out, 
one-in), violating the ice rules.
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where Qa denotes the total magnetic charge at site a in the diamond
lattice, and rab is the distance between two sites. The finite ‘self-
energy’ u0/2 is required to reproduce the net nearest-neighbour inter-
action correctly. Equation (2)—which is derived in detail in the
Supplementary Information—is equivalent to the dipolar energy
equation (1), up to corrections that are small everywhere, and vanish
with distance at least as fast as 1/r5.

We consider first the ground states of the system. The total energy
is minimized if each diamond lattice site is net neutral, that is, we
must orient the dumbbells so thatQa5 0 on each site. But this is just
the above-mentioned ice rule, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Thus, one of the
most remarkable features of spin ice follows directly from the dumb-
bell model: the measured low-T entropy agrees with the Pauling
entropy (which follows from the short-distance ice rules), even
though the dipolar interactions are long-range.

We now turn to the excited states. Naively, the most elementary
excitation involves inverting a single dipole / dumbbell to generate a

local net dipole moment 2m. However, this is misleading in a crucial
sense. The inverted dumbbell in fact corresponds to two adjacent
sites with net magnetic charge Qa56qm562m/ad—a nearest-
neighbour monopole–antimonopole pair. As shown in Fig. 2e, the
monopoles can be separated from one another without further viola-
tions of local neutrality by flipping a chain of adjacent dumbbells. A
pair of monopoles separated by a distance r experiences a Coulombic
interaction,{m0q

2
m

!
4prð Þ, mediated by monopolar magnetic fields,

see Fig. 3.
This interaction is indeed magnetic, hence the presence of the

vacuum permeability m0, and not 1/e0, the inverse of the vacuum
permittivity. It takes only a finite energy to separate the monopoles
to infinity (that is, they are deconfined), and so they are the true
elementary excitations of the system: the local dipolar excitation
fractionalizes.

By taking the pictures from the dumbbell representation seriously,
we may be thought somehow to be introducing monopoles where
there were none to begin with. In general, it is of course well known
that a string of dipoles arranged head to tail realizes a monopole–
antimonopole pair at its ends17. However, to obtain deconfined
monopoles, it is essential that the cost of creating such a string of
dipoles remain bounded as its length grows, that is, the relevant string
tension should vanish. This is evidently not true in a vacuum (such as
that of the Universe) where the growth of the string can only come at
the cost of creating additional dipoles. Magnetic materials, which
come equipped with vacua (ground states) filled with magnetic
dipoles, are more promising. However, even here a dipole string is
not always a natural excitation, and when it is—for example, in an
ordered ferromagnet – a string of inverted dipoles is accompanied
by costly domain walls along its length (except, as usual, for one-
dimensional systems18), causing the incipient monopoles to remain
confined.

The unusual properties of spin ice arise from its exotic ground
states. The ice rule can be viewed as requiring that two dipole strings
enter and exit each site of the diamond lattice. In a typical spin-ice
ground state, there is a ‘soup’ of such strings: many dipole strings
of arbitrary size and shape can be identified that connect a given pair
of sites. Inverting the dipoles along any one such string creates a
monopole–antimonopole pair on the sites at its ends. The associated
energy cost does not diverge with the length of the string, unlike in
the case of an ordered ferromagnet, because no domain walls are
created along the string, and the monopoles are thus deconfined.

We did not make reference to the Dirac condition19 that the fun-
damental electric charge e and anymagnetic charge qmust exhibit the
relationship eq5 nh/m0 whence any monopoles in our universe must
be quantized in units of qD5 h/m0e. This follows from the monopole
being attached to a Dirac string, which has to be unobservable17. By
contrast, the string soup characteristic of spin ice at low temperature

a b

c

e

d

Figure 2 | Mapping from dipoles to dumbbells. The dumbbell picture
(c, d) is obtained by replacing each spin in a and b by a pair of opposite
magnetic charges placed on the adjacent sites of the diamond lattice. In the
left panels (a, c), two neighbouring tetrahedra obey the ice rule, with two
spins pointing in and two out, giving zero net charge on each site. In the right
panels (b, d), inverting the shared spin generates a pair of magnetic
monopoles (diamond sites with net magnetic charge). This configuration
has a higher net magnetic moment and it is favoured by an appliedmagnetic
field oriented upward (corresponding to a [111] direction). e, A pair of
separated monopoles (large red and blue spheres). A chain of inverted
dipoles (‘Dirac string’) between them is highlighted in white, and the
magnetic field lines are sketched.
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Figure 3 | Monopole interaction. Comparison of the magnetic Coulomb
energy {m0q

2
m

!
4prð Þ (equation (2); solid line) with a direct numerical

evaluation of the monopole interaction energy in dipolar spin ice (equation
(1); open circles), for a given spin-ice configuration (Fig. 2e), as a function of
monopole separation.
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Spin Ice 
!

•Classical macroscopic degeneracy 
!

•Supports monopole excitations 
!

•Rare example of  
  deconfined excitations in 3D

C. Castelnovo, R. Moessner, and S.L. Sondi, Nature, 451, 43 (2007) 
L. Balents, Nature, 464, 199 (2010)



• Can tunnel between ice rules states 
• Introduces fluctuations in the gauge field 

• Electric monopoles — coherent, propagating wavepacket of ice configurations 
• Magnetic monopoles   — violate ice rules, i.e. 3-in 1-out  
• Gauge photons — transverse fluctuations of gauge field

O. Benton et al, Phys. Rev. B 86, 2012

“Quantum” Spin Ice

~B = ~r⇥ ~A

~r · ~B = ⇢m

~E = �@ ~A

@t



Yb2Ti2O7  by the numbers:

HH

00
L

-

-

-

- -

~240mK 

• Ferromagnetic “XY” pyrochlore	

• “ TC ” ~ 240 mK	

• CWT ~ +0.6 K     g⊥/g|| ~ 2.4



Development of 3D Correlations

500mK, 0T30mK, 0T

E = [0.1, 0.3] meV (Quasi elastic)

500mK“Tc”0



Application of a Field

500mK, 0T30mK, 0T

30mK, 2T

Field removes diffuse  
scattering



Weak magnetic field // [110] induces LRO: 
!

appearance of long-lived spin waves at low T and moderate H 



K. A. Ross, J. P. C. Ruff, C. P. Adams, J. S. Gardner, H. A. Dabkowska, 
 Y. Qiu, J. R. D. Copley, and B. D. Gaulin, Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 227202 (2009)



Yb2Ti2O7 field polarized state
H along [1-10]

(meV)

fit

data

calc

data

“Quantum Spin Ice”
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